
Being exactly where you are meant to be. 
 
If you have started to realise your life is synchronistic, if you have started to understand 
there are more and more moments where you know something is guiding you to be 
somewhere and you are right there at that time and someone says something or does 
something and you say- wow that was so synchronistic, I can’t believe how amazing this 
life is…. 
 
If you are starting to realise that, what it is inside of you is that you are recognising a 
greater reality that is already four steps, five steps, one hundred steps ahead of where 
you are, and it is guiding you as a force and taking you to all the moments that are of 
your highest potential. Now the kindness of your spirit, or your beingness, is that it will 
continue to guide you on this glorious path. 
 
When you feel as if you’re in a place of challenge and difficulty, almost as if the walls 
are crowding in and you don’t know how to get out, that too is part of your greatest 
potential. Now how can it be that you lose synchronicity, or that sense of synchronicity, 
when you are in those four walls and you feel constrained or constricted, or your body is 
hurting and you don’t know how to get out of it, or your mind is filled with emotions and 
dramas and past experiences are just wrapping you up like a ball so tight you don’t 
know how to move forward?  
 
How can that be also synchronistic? When you understand you are always in the 
greatest place for you, it gives you a perspective that is outside of the singular 
experience and it lifts you up above your one human expression in that moment. 
Perhaps it is the one tied in knots, perhaps it is the one that feels it can’t get out of the 
pain and suffering, or perhaps it is the one that just doesn’t know why it is sad and it 
wants to move forward. Or it is the one who is confused by the direction; gets glimpses 
of synchronicity and then they just fall to the wayside. 
 
When you lift up and become that greater perspective of yourself you will see something 
so beautiful about you and in that moment as you rise up above this singular 
expression, you are going to know how to unwrap those binds. You will start to see they 
were always just cotton wool and your breath could move you and that you can always 
be that greatest aspect of yourself, that greatest potential. You were never trapped or 
caught; you were always where you were meant to be, you just didn’t have the eyes or 
the perspective to understand. 


